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Agenda
Overview of Digital Leader programme Carolyn Currie, CEO Women’s Enterprise Scotland

Aspirations of Workplace Equality Fund Jamie Hepburn MSP (by video)

The social and commercial value of diversity and inclusion 

in the workplace

Pheona Matovu, Radiant & Brighter

Overview of workplace diversity and inclusion project Sarah Spencer, Leidos

Overview of workplace diversity and inclusion project Morgane Tanguy, This is Milk

Comments from webinar attendees, summary and close Carolyn Currie, CEO Women’s Enterprise Scotland



Programme overview



Impact - confidence

40% very 

confident to 

lead

12% very 

confident 

to lead

67% have the 

skills to lead –

and always 

looking to learn 

and improve

24% have the 

skills to lead –

and always 

looking to learn 

and improve



Impact - wellbeing

56% factored 

well-being in 

work routine

88% factored  

well-being in work 

routine



Impact – diversity & inclusion

75% learned 

something new about 

knew a lot about the 

business value of 

diversity and inclusion

20% knew a lot 

about the 

business value of 

diversity and 

inclusion



‘This programme has helped to 

expand my insight and 

knowledge and now I want to 

hold workshops to help enable 

a speak-up culture’

‘We have to face into 

these unchartered 

territories to make a 

change’

Workplace projects



‘I was in a senior position 
but never felt my voice 
was heard’

‘I have experienced a lot of 
workplace discrimination which 

made me angry’

‘Given current situation 

of homeschooling and 

having limited time, it 

was a big commitment’

‘A great event to meet like-

minded women and all 

empower each other! You 

leaving feeling more confident 

than when you arrived’

Key observations



Recommendations
‘This programme came at the perfect time in my 

career and personal life. I’ve finished the programme 

as a much more confident version of myself. 

It helped me realise the potential I already had and 

gave me the tools and confidence I needed to put 

myself forward for more responsibilities and more 

opportunities. 

I would highly recommend this programme if you are 

in need of an extra confidence boost to take your 

career to the next level.

Extremely well run, inclusive, and supportive - I loved 

every minute’.



Jamie Hepburn MSP

Workplace Equality Fund



Our aspirations

Carolyn Currie

Women’s Enterprise 
Scotland



WES Digital Leaders
Thank you!


